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Abstract

Ontologies are powerful semantic models applied for various purposes such as improving system interoperability, information
retrieval, question answering, etc. However, building domain ontologies remains a challenging task for humans, especially when
the concepts and properties are large or evolving, and also when they are built from large-scale textual data. Machine learning
allows to automate the building of ontologies from texts. In particular, clustering techniques have a promising ability on the
concept formation task by identifying the cluster of semantically closed terms as a concept. However, current works encounter
issues in learning relevant domain-specific clusters or in identifying the relevant concept labels for each cluster. To solve these
issues, we propose both to use core concepts from a domain ontology as prior knowledge, and to adapt term clustering with seed
knowledge-based LDA models in order to take these core concepts into account. First, each topic is associated with a set of seed
terms of a single core concept, then the learning is guided by these seeds to gather in the same topic the terms that refer to its
core concept. We evaluate our proposal on two textual corpora and compare it to the baselines (LDA, K-means, and SMBM). The
results show that our approach performs significantly better than other methods on the class-balanced dataset and works well on
the class-imbalanced dataset with a proper number of topics for each core concept.
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1. Introduction

With the increasing availability of textual resources on the web, ontology learning from texts becomes a chal-
lenging issue. The traditional process for building an ontology consists of five main tasks: terms extraction, concepts
formation, taxonomy extraction, ad-hoc relationships extraction, and axioms extraction [13]. Many machine learning
approaches have been proposed for achieving these tasks, generally classified into two main categories: pattern-based
approaches and distributional approaches [3]. For the first four tasks, pattern-based approaches show quite high pre-
cision whereas their recall is low because of the large variability in natural language for expressing a meaning [27].
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Distributional approaches, either supervised or unsupervised, are based on co-occurrence context distribution to de-
tect semantic relationships between term pairs [32]. Supervised methods learn a model for predicting the class of
terms or semantic relationships between term pairs. Unsupervised approaches are either measure-based approaches
or clustering-based approaches. The former computes a score of the semantic closeness or the relatedness of two
terms based on symmetric or inclusion measures and the latter gathers semantically closed terms on the same clus-
ter. Generally, the supervised approaches outperform non-supervised approaches [33]. However, unlike unsupervised
approaches, it requires additional effort to build a sufficiently large labeled training data set.

We are interested in term clustering methods for concept formation, and more specifically in clustering terms
according to the core concepts (CCs) of a domain ontology. CCs are the minimal concepts that allow defining the other
concepts of their domain [8]. In our works, we claim an ontology building approach guided by a core ontology (i.e.
a model composed of CCs and core relationships between them). To be specific, according to the previous ontology
building process, after terms extraction (step 1), we recommend first classify each term in a class associated with a CC
(called in the remainder CC-class), then steps 2 and 3 are performed inside each class to form sub-concepts of CCs and
hypernym relations between them. A CC-class is a class of terms that refer to this CC, i.e. its synonyms, hyponyms, or
semantically closed terms. This approach allows to bound the look for synonym or hypernym relationships and then
to reduce the computing time.

We focus on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [6] for term clustering since it can deal with a huge number of
documents and tackle the issue of text sparsity. LDA-based approaches provide a probability distribution of terms
for each topic. From each topic, a cluster of the most relevant terms may be extracted according to the probability
distribution (often the top-k most probable terms), then a cluster is labeled either by a domain expert or as terms
with high probability. However, two key issues remain to be addressed. First, the semantic coherence of a cluster is
not ensured, i.e the terms of a cluster do not refer necessarily to the same concept, thus the cluster is not entirely
meaningful [12, 25]. Second, these approaches do not deal with the relevance of clusters for the targeted knowledge
domain. Indeed, a cluster could be out of the target, i.e. a cluster of terms referring to an irrelevant concept for the
ontology domain. To solve these issues, we propose the Core-concept seeded LDA that aims to perform automatically
the task of classification of terms on CC-classes by resorting to clustering. The approach is an adaptation of seed based
LDA models by choosing as seed terms those referring to CCs and labeling a priori each topic by a CC.

In this paper, we consider four seed based LDA models (Z-labels LDA[2], Seeded LDA M1, Seeded LDA M2,
Seeded LDA[20]). In these models, a latent topic is about a subject that may be a large notion, and even if a topic is
carried with high probability, it does not refer necessarily to a unique concept. For example, in [20], the topic of ”earn”
has as seed terms ”company” and ”quarter” that don’t refer to the same concept. Further, the seed based LDA models
are dedicated to document clustering. To the best of our knowledge, none of them has been used for term clustering
for ontology learning. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents term clustering approaches for ontology
learning with a focus on LDA based approaches. Section 3 provides background knowledge of LDA and seeded based
LDA models, with a focus on the principles of each. In section 4, we present our approach for adapting these models
to term clustering over CCs. In section 5, we present several experiments conducted on two corpora. We compare the
approach to unsupervised and semi-supervised baselines, we analyse the effectiveness of the proposed seed sets kind
and we investigate the performance of the approach on imbalanced corpus before the conclusion.

2. Related Work

The main idea of distributional approaches is grouping terms by using the distribution of contexts where they ap-
pear, based on Harris’ distributional hypothesis: terms that occur in similar contexts tend to have similar meanings[18].
Pereira et al.[28] originally proposed the distributional clustering of terms by using Kullback-Leibler (KL) distance
to measure the term similarity. Caraballo [10] adapted a bottom-up clustering method for clustering noun terms and
build up the hypernym relations among clusters. To improve the cluster coherence, Cimiano [14] recommended a
guided agglomerative clustering algorithm for inducing concept hierarchies from the text corpus. Often researchers
used as contexts the words occurring with target terms in a fixed-size window [5, 23]. Recently, word embedding
techniques are introduced to exploit large contextual information. Several works [1, 4, 11] explored the possibility of
using word2vec for concept formation. To do so, first, seed terms are predefined and used for representing the domain
concepts. Then the domain corpus is used for learning term representation by word2vec. Finally, candidate terms of
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each concept are selected by measuring the similarity between terms and seed terms of concepts. Those having high
similarity with a seed term are chosen to enrich the concept.

Some works cast term clustering as a graph partition problem. The idea of graph-based representation of terms
has its origin in [36]. A graph is defined as G = (V, E,W), where V is a set of vertices representing terms, E is a set
of edges between terms, and W represents the weights of edges. Based on this graph, Matsuo et al.[24] introduced
a graph clustering algorithm (Newman clustering) for word clustering. To define the weight of an edge, different
measures (point-wise mutual information, Jaccard coefficient, chi-square) are used based on the frequency of each
word and that of its word pair. An edge between two words is eliminated if its weight is lower than a threshold. Lee
and Luo [22] used the cosine similarity and word2vec for word representation to compute edge weights. Then, they
proposed a term clustering method based on Louvain community detection algorithm [7], where each term community
acts as a concept. Like the previous works, the author of [29] applied a community detection algorithm on terms graph
for concept formation. The edge weights are computed in three ways: term co-occurrence based, word2vec based, and
LDA based (i.e. the joint probability distribution of two words is calculated based on LDA theory). Thaiprayoon et
al.[35] introduced a hierarchical agglomerative clustering to find similar words according to the criterion of distance
range on a graph where each edge is weighted by the inverse of word pair frequency.

A recent study [26] shows that word embeddings are unable to predict some of the characteristics of human similar-
ity judgment. Compared with word embeddings, LDA can capture relevant word associations. With a special focus on
the relation between concepts and terms, Rani et al. [31] explored an LSI&SVD based method and a Mr.LDA (a map
reduce LDA) based method for concept formation. Experimental results suggest the Mr.LDA based method is better
than the LSI&SVD based method on several criteria. However, these methods need extra human effort to label each
topic as a meaningful concept. In addition, in this work, they didn’t consider the impact of irrelevant terms (terms of
other domains) on topic building. To solve this problem, Xu et al. [37] proposed a twice-trained LDA where an LDA
model is trained on a corpus the first time to identify irrelevant terms. Terms with a low probability on each topic are
removed from the corpus. Then the LDA model is trained a second time with the cleaned corpus to build up topics.
However, the author didn’t exam the loss of domain-relevant terms. The approach in [16] also used different thresholds
to pick up aggregate terms to represent the concepts formed from topics. For labeling topics, they used LDA to com-
pute the conditional probability between term pairs and determine the aggregate roots as terms whose occurrence is
not implied by the occurrence of other terms of the corpus. Finally, the aggregate root of each topic is used to label it.
However, most approaches based on the LDA model didn’t consider the semantic coherence of term clusters. More-
over, extracted concepts (represented by term clusters) may be out of desire. Our approach, Core-Concept-Seeded
LDA, aims at improving the cluster semantic coherence and providing human expected concepts.

3. Background

LDA is a probabilistic approach modeling topics for document clustering. A topic is assumed to be a distribution
over words (φ), and a document is assumed to be a distribution over topics (θ). Documents are clustered based on the
similarity of their topic distribution. The generative process is vital to understand the philosophy behind LDA. Blei
[6] described it as following:
1. For the kth topic in a set of K topics, draw a word distribution φk ∼ Dirichlet(β).
2. For the dth document in a corpus of D documents, draw a topic distribution θd ∼ Dirichlet(α).
3. For each word wn of the N words in the dth document:

(a) Select a topic zn ∼ Multinomial(θd).
(b) Choose a word wn ∼ Multinomial(φzn ).
where α and β are respectively the prior parameter of Dirichlet distributions θd and φk. θ is a D × K matrix, φ is a

K×V matrix, V is the number of unique words in the vocabularies of the corpus. The idea behind LDA is exploiting the
co-occurrence information of words to extract the latent topic structure by maximizing the probability of the corpus
generated from the model. Usually, Variational Inference [6] or Gibbs Sampling [17] is used for model training. The
latter samples topic of words from a Markov chain which finally converges to a stable distribution.

However, LDA will pay more attention to these statistically prominent topics with frequent terms. The non-frequent
terms referring to different real-world topics are more likely to be mixed in a semantically ambiguous topic. To solve
this problem, seed based LDA models have been proposed. The general idea behind them is to use seed information
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as prior knowledge to guide LDA and deliver topics more relevant to the user’s interests. The seed information is
composed of S seed sets, each of which contains seed words related to a topic. Four models are considered in our
work: Z-labels, Seeded LDA M1, Seeded LDA M2, and Seeded LDA.

In LDA model, a word is assigned to any topic with a certain probability. In Contrast, Z-labels model constrains the
topics of seed words to be assigned to, while other words are free to sample any topic. The parameter π specifies the
probability of a seed word generated from the constrained topic. The idea of Z-labels is that using partial supervision
information over some words, the topic sampling of other words through the Markov chain is impacted. Seeded LDA
is derived from Z-labels by using seed information differently. It is composed of two models: Seeded LDA M1 and
Seeded LDA M2. In the first model, each topic k is represented as a mixture of a ”regular topic” distribution φr

k and
a ”seed topic” distribution φs

k. The former can generate any words (including seed words), while the latter can only
generate seed words. A parameter π specifies the probability of a seed word generated from a seed topic. The original
(LDA) conditional distribution for topic sampling is qi,k = p (zi = k| Z−i, α, β). In Z-labels, the seed word w has the
probability of qi,k to be generated by its constrained topic, and the probability of (1 − π)qi,k by other topics. While in
Seeded LDA M1, w has the probability of πφs

k + (1 − π) φr
k to be produced by its constrained topics, and the probability

of (1 − π) φr
k by under other topics. Looking back to the basic LDA, a symmetric β is used as the prior distribution of

the word distribution for each topic, without bias on generating words. However, the idea of both Z-labels and Seeded
LDA M1 is roughly like using an asymmetric β where seed words have more chance to be generated, thus each
topic has its own preference on words. Seeded LDA M2 uses a symmetric prior parameter for word distribution, but
considers an asymmetric prior parameter for topic distribution. In Seeded LDA M2, a document will sample a group to
determine its topic preference. A group (also called seed topic), has its own group-topic distribution which is used as
the prior for the document-topic distribution. During the group sampling process of a document, the number of times
each group occurred in this document (ie. sum of the frequencies of all seed words in each group) is used to calculate
a probabilistic distribution where a group id s is sampled for this document. Then, the group-topic distribution ψs (an
asymmetric prior distribution) is used as the prior of the topic distribution θd. By this mechanism, a document will be
more likely to choose topics relevant to its seed words.

4. Our Approach: Core-Concept-Seeded LDA

The Core-Concept-Seeded LDA is an adaptation of seed based LDA models for term partition over CCs. Seed based
LDA models are originally designed for document clustering, and the authors suggest using the seed words with a
strong ability to distinguish document categories. As a consequence, a better document-topic distribution is obtained
for document representation. But in our approach, the topic-word distribution (φ) is the key for term clustering. We
consider terms instead of words as the vocabulary of LDA models. Then, we propose a different CC-seed sets setting
compared with their model. Specifically, a CC-seed set of a topic is designed to include hyponyms or synonyms of a
CC. In addition, a hard constraint that no overlap of any two CC-seed sets is added, while this overlap is allowed in
the original models (i.e. one seed word can be shared by two or more topics). Finally, unlike seed based LDA models,
our approach provides non-overlap clusters.

4.1. Steps of the Core-Concept-Seeded LDA

The Core-Concept-Seeded LDA is composed of three main steps: 1) Material Preparing, 2) Model Training, 3)
Cluster Formation (Fig 1). In step 1, we prepare the term dataset, the CC-seed sets, and the document-term matrix.
Firstly, the corpus is pre-processed with text segmentation, part of speech tagging, dependency parsing, and noun
phrase (NP) lemmatisation. NP lemmas are extracted and filtered to constitute the terms of the vocabulary. For filtering,
NP lemmas with corpus frequency less than 3 or included in the ”stop words” list are eliminated. Then, the CC-seed
sets are extracted by either a domain expert or automatically (see the next section). Finally, the D × V document-term
matrix is constructed where each entry represents the frequency of a term in a document. In step 2, the CC-seed sets
and the document-term matrix are the inputs of seed based LDA models. We choose the number of topics the same
as the number of CC-seed sets: K = S (one CC-seed set guides one topic). During the training process, a topic is
labeled a priori by a CC and guided by its CC-seed set. Then a K × V topic-term probability matrix φ is generated.
Each topic gathers terms by assigning each of them a probability value. A term w has a topic probability vector φ:,w
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representing its closeness to all topics, but implying topic overlap. In step 3, to deal with topic overlap, a cluster is
associated with each topic. Then a term w is assigned to a cluster associated to a topic k if k = argmax

1≤t≤K
φt,w. Finally, a

cluster associated with topic k is labeled by its CCk. Thus, K labeled clusters are formed, including the CC that labels
it and its seed set.

Fig. 1. Core-Concept-Seeded LDA steps for term clustering over core concepts.

4.2. CC-seed Sets

The CC-seed sets, as one of the inputs of seed based LDA models, are keystones in our approach and directly
impact the quality of topics. The authors of seeded LDA [20] use CC-seed sets that have a strong ability for discrimi-
nating categories of documents. Therefore, they suggest the information gain based method that requires labeling each
document by a CC. Unlike the idea of the previous method, we suggest using the frequent synonyms and hyponyms
of a CC as seed terms of a topic labeled by this CC. We assume that a term occurs frequently with its hypernym. If we
use as seed terms the synonyms and hyponyms of a CC, its labeled topic can cover more other terms referring to it.

Indeed, in the Gibbs Sampling process, the conditional probability of term w in document d under topic k is

calculated by
n(d)
−i,k+α∑K

u (n(d)
−i,u+α)

×
n(w)
−i,k+β∑W

w′ (n
(w′ )
−i,k +β)

, where α and β are the hyper-parameters of the model, n(d)
−i,k is the number of

terms (except w) in document d assigned to topic k, and n(w)
−i,k is the number of terms (except w) in the whole corpus

assigned to topic k. The idea of seed based LDA models is to force seed words of a topic k to be sampled for it and
utilize the topic information to impact the topic sampling of other terms. If w refers to CCk, then n(d)

−i,k would be bigger
than n(d)

−i,u, u , k. Based on our assumption, the seed terms of topic k will largely contribute to n(d)
−i,k, therefore lead w

to sample k as its topic. Then, the topic information of w will be added to guide the topic sampling of its hyponyms.
We use as seed terms synonyms and hyponyms that covers the widest semantic space of their CC, so that all terms
referring to it will get the impact of its hypernyms and synonyms. In this paper, to form CC-seed terms, we query
hyponyms and synonyms of CCs from DBpedia, then a domain expert is involved to validate them.

Otherwise, the hybrid score based method proposed in [30] may be adapted to extract CC-seed sets. Basically, the
hybrid score measures the importance of a term to a target sub-domain. Like the method used by the authors of Seeded
LDA, it requires the prior labeling of each document by a CC. However, it considers not only the discriminating ability
but also the domain relevance and consensus of a term.

5. Experiments

We performed 2 kinds of experiments on 2 corpora. The first kind aims to evaluate our approach and compare
it to some baselines for term clustering. We have conducted experiments on both relevant term dataset (i.e. dataset
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including only terms relevant to the ontology domain) and whole term dataset (i.e. dataset including all extracted terms,
as explained in section 4.1). Experiments on the latter aim to analyse the impact of irrelevant terms on the performance
of our approach. The second kind of experiments conducted also on the whole term dataset aims to compare the impact
of seed set extraction methods, to analyse the effect of seed set size, and to investigate the adaptation of our approach
for imbalanced dataset.

5.1. Experiment Settings

Corpora. To our knowledge, there is no benchmark for term clustering as a task of ontology building. Therefore,
we considered two domain corpora and built manually a gold standard of each. The first corpus (CS) is about the
computer science domain, which is a part of the dataset Web of Science offered by [21], including 5747 documents.
Each of them is an academic paper labeled by a sub-domain (used as a CC) of computer science, consisting of
several keywords and the abstract. The second corpus (Music) is about the music domain. It contains 10000 unlabeled
documents, which are randomly sampled from the original corpus provided by [9].

Gold Standard Building. All extracted terms (see section 4.1) are labeled manually to form a domain gold standard
(GS), i.e. a term that refers to a CC is labeled by this CC, otherwise labeled by ”Others”. The labeling task was done
by two annotating groups of computer science students. The Cohen’s Kappa coefficient [15] is used to measure inter-
annotator agreement. We obtained the coefficient value around 0.885 for CS corpus, and around 0.813 for Music
corpus. For those terms with contradiction in annotation, we discussed and decided their final labels. 10 CCs for CS
corpus (subdomains of the original corpus) and 5 CCs for Music corpus (general concepts of the music domain from
DBpedia) are used for labelling terms. The final gold standards for two corpora are depicted in Table 1.

Table 1. The number of terms labeled by each CC class or by ”Others” in the 2 corpora.

CS corpus Music corpus

Data Structures(DS): 323
Cryptography(C): 230
Software Engineering(SE): 248
Computer Graphics(CG): 369
Network Security(NS): 247
Computer Programming(CP): 157
Algorithm Design(AD): 118
Operating Systems(OS): 170
Distributed Computing(DC): 167
Machine Learning(ML): 298
Others(O): 5934

relevant terms: 2327
all terms: 8261

Musicians(M): 1297
Albums(A): 484
Genres(G): 395
Instruments(I): 211
Performances(P): 485
Others(O): 9457

relevant terms: 2872
all terms: 12329

Baselines. We compare our proposal to 2 kinds of baselines: 1) unsupervised clustering baselines and 2) semi-
supervised clustering baselines. For the first one, we consider LDA and K-means with word2vec for term represen-
tation. For the second one, we consider the similarity measure based method (SMBM)[1] with word2vec for term
representation and the cosine similarity between a term and each CC to add it to the cluster of its closest CC.

Evaluation Metrics. We use micro precision (P) and micro recall (R) [34] as metrics to evaluate the performance
of our approach and compare it with baselines. Let’s C and GS be 2 partitions of sets of terms, C = [C1,C2, ...,CK]
are the K formed clusters and GS = [GS 1,GS 2, ...,GS S ] are the S CC-classes of the gold standard (class ”Others”
is excluded) associated respectively to CC1,CC2, ...,CCS . We don’t take into account the False Positives caused by
terms from the class ”Others” since in this paper we don’t deal with non-domain terms. Therefore in our experiments,
P equals to R defined as: P = R =

∑
k |Ck∩GS lk |∑

s |GS s |
, where Ck has the label of GS lk (i.e. CClk ).

For a semi-supervised method, the label CClk (1 ≤ lk ≤ S ) of a cluster is assigned a priori (called ”prior labels”),
while it is not the case for unsupervised methods. However, to evaluate the performance of the latter, we have to
label clusters a posteriori. For that, we use the majority labeling method as in [37]. The label of a cluster Ck is CClk
where lk = argmax

s
|Ck ∩ GS s| that means CClk is the label CCs of the class GS s that has the largest overlap with
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Ck. Metrics using the majority labeling measure the potential largest number of true positives (TP) that unsupervised
clustering-based methods can achieve.

Parameters Setting. For all LDA models, we follow the parameter setting of α and β from [19] where α = 1/K, β =

0.01, and keep other parameters as their default setting. While for word2vec, we use the skip-gram model as it can
achieve better performance [11]. We also follow its parameter setting where vector dimension is 300, window size is
10, sub-sampling threshold is 1e-5, minimum count is 5, and learning rate is 0.025.

5.2. Experiment Results

We performed two kinds of experiments. In the first one, we compared our approach (the adaptation of the 4
models denoted CC-Seed, CC-SeedM1, CC-SeedM2, CC-Z-labels) with baselines (LDA, K-means, SMBM) over two
corpora and their two datasets and with CC-seed sets. In the second one, only CS corpus and Seeded LDA model are
used. Music corpus is not considered because its documents are unlabeled whereas labels are needed for CC-seed sets
extracted by information gain and hybrid score based methods. For each metric, the experiments are repeated 20 times
for each model.

Comparison with Baselines. Table 2 shows that CC-seed and CC-seedM1 outperform all the methods either
on relevant or whole dataset of CS corpus. For both corpora, CC-seeded LDA models don’t benefit a lot from the
whole dataset where the CC-SeedM2 and CC-Z-labels even get worse results, which suggests that CC-seeded LDA
models don’t take advantages of irrelevant terms as context information. CC-seeded LDA models perform worse on
Music corpus than on CS corpus. In addition, for Music corpus unsupervised approaches outperform semi-supervised
approaches and CC-Seeded LDA models achieve worse than SMBM. To better understand the behavior of these
methods, we analyse the composition of clusters learned from the whole dataset. Fig 2 shows the composition of
clusters learned by CC-Seed, SMBM, LDA and K-means. For CS corpus, CC-Seed achieved the highest value of TP
(1458), and each cluster includes a high number of terms referring to its CC. It learned clusters with good semantic
coherence. However, other methods produced clusters with low semantic coherence, for instance, the clusters ”C6”
and ”C8” formed by SMBM (Fig2(b)), the clusters ”C6” and ”C9” formed by LDA (Fig2(c)), the cluster ”C4” learnt
by K-means (Fig2(d)). In addition, the semantic separateness of these clusters is very bad: their composition is a mix
of similar proportions of terms referring to several CCs. For Music corpus, the partitions of all the methods are bad.
Semantic coherence and separateness of clusters are poor: the majority of clusters are dominated by the terms of the
Musician class. For example, with majority voting the clusters produced by LDA are all labeled as ”M” (Fig 2(g));
for Kmeans 3 clusters labeled as ”M” and no cluster labeled as “A” or ”I” (Fig 2(h)). The similar problem occurs
for CS corpus: no cluster labelled as ”CP”, ”AD”, or ”OS” for LDA (Fig 2(c)), no cluster labelled as ”CP” or ”AD”
for Kmeans (Fig 2(d)). This situation leads to the omission of concepts when using these unsupervised approaches
for domain ontology building. In addition, the fact that the performance of unsupervised methods is better than that
of CC-seeded models (see above), does not mean that the quality of their partition is better than that of CC-seeded
models. SMBM somehow produces a little better partition than others (”C0” and ”C4” in Fig 2(f)).

Table 2. The performance (P or R) of each method on different datasets. Semi-supervised methods are in red, unsupervised methods are in blue.

Corpus Dataset CC-Seed CC-SeedM1 CC-SeedM2 CC-Z-labels SMBM LDA K-means

CS CS Relevant 0.5804 0.5605 0.5503 0.5160 0.5071 0.3789 0.5345
CS Whole 0.6323 0.6159 0.4947 0.4010 0.5071 0.4566 0.5214

Music Music Relevant 0.3294 0.3171 0.2749 0.2940 0.3670 0.4548 0.4701
Music Whole 0.3326 0.3151 0.2389 0.2381 0.3670 0.4516 0.4817

Efficiency of Seed Set Kinds. We have conducted experiments on the CS whole dataset with CC-Seed to check
the pertinence of CC-seed sets kinds and to compare then our approach to the original seeded LDA. It is important
to remind that the latter uses information gain score based method for seed set extraction. IG and Hybrid are the
CC-seed sets extracted respectively by information gain score based method and hybrid score based method. As
mentioned before, in our approach, a CC-seed set includes hyponyms and synonyms of a CC. Each CC-seed sets kind
comprises 100 terms with 10 terms/set. The seed terms of IG and Hybrid are more or less semantically close to their
CC, some of them are hyponyms of the CC. IG has 27 common terms with the GS, and Hybrid has 24. The results
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(a) CC-Seed on CS Whole (b) SMBM on CS Whole (c) LDA on CS Whole (d) K-means on CS Whole

(e) CC-Seed on Musics Whole (f) SMBM on Music Whole (g) LDA on Music Whole (h) K-means on Music Whole
Fig. 2. Cluster composition of CC-Seed, SMBM, LDA and K-means. X-axis represents the clusters. Y-axis represents the number of terms (terms
of the class ”Others” are not counted) in each cluster. The CC label of each cluster (prior labels for semi-supervised methods, majority labels for
unsupervised methods) is mentioned above its bar. The number of TP is mentioned above each sub-graph.

show that CC-seed sets are the best kind for term clustering over CCs (Fig 3(a)). IG and Hybrid can be also used, the
performance with Hybrid is better. This result proves that our approach outperforms the original seeded LDA.

(a) Efficiency of seed sets kinds (b) Impact of CC-seed set size
Fig. 3. Experiments on seed sets. P or R is used as criteria.

Impact of the Size of CC-seed sets. We also experiment on all seed based LDA models with various sizes of the
seed set L (L ∈ [1, 2, ..., 10]). Each value of L will go through 20 experiments and the average performance is used.
Each time, we randomly choose L × S seed terms from CC-seed sets as seed terms (L terms for each CC), while
CCs are always used as seed terms. The final result (Fig 3(b)) shows that the performance is boosting with the growth
of L. However, a small increment can be expected when L is higher than 6. Among all these models, CC-Seed and
CC-SeedM1 can make the most use of CC-seed sets even just with one seed term (the CC) for each topic.

Unbalanced Corpus and Core-concept CC-seeded LDA. Fig 2 shows that none of those methods provide rele-
vant partition on the Music corpus. The analysis of this corpus and more specifically its gold standard (Table 1) allows
highlighting a big variance between the size of its CC-classes that can cause the bad partition. Indeed, all LDA models
produce the roughly equal size of clusters (see the online supplementary materials1 for the results of other seed based
LDAs). However, the size of the CC-class of ”M” (Musician) is six times the size of the CC-class of ”I” (Instrument).
Assigning to clusters associated with ”M” or ”I” the same number of terms will produce a big false positive rate.

But why the cluster of a dominant CC (i.e. CC of a CC-class with a large number of terms w.r.t the others
CC-classes) can not be big and the cluster of non-dominant one can not be small? The reason is related to the LDA
approach. LDA generates topics by distributing the relevant terms to a topic with the highest probability. However, the
total probability mass (i.e. 1) is shared by all terms in a topic. If a topic refers to a dominant CC, each term under this

1 Details of the datasets and the cluster information of this paper https://github.com/jason-huanghao/Core-Concept-Seeded-LDA.
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topic can get merely a small probability. Therefore, some terms are easily absorbed by other topics associated with
non-dominant CCs (these terms may have a bigger probability under these topics). We conducted some experiments
on the Music corpus to verify our guess. We assumed that allocating more topics for a CC will increase the shared
probability mass and will improve the partition quality. One way is to increase the number of topics associated with
each CC in the same way (e.g. each of the five CCs gets 2 topics then K = 10). Another solution is to use the number
of topics proportional to the number of terms of each CC-class).

We checked these two strategies with some experiments: exp1, exp2, exp3, and exp4 for the first one, and experi-
ments exp5, exp6, and exp7 for the second one. Table 3 shows that the first strategy is not helpful and the performance
goes lower as the K grows. However, the results of exp5, exp6, and exp7 verify our guess and support our second
strategy. The CC-seed achieved better performance than the SMBM (0.4089 vs 0.3670 on relevant dataset, and 0.3888
vs 0.3670 on whole dataset). But the total number of topics K should be reasonably small since the performance is
not ideal with a large K.

Table 3. Performance (P or R) of CC-seeded LDA on Music corpus with different combinations of topic number for CCs. ↑ means the performance
is better than the original group, and ↓ means the worse result.

EXP M(1297) A(484) G(395) I(211) P(485) Relevant Whole

original 1 1 1 1 1 0.3294 - 0.3326 -
exp1 2 2 2 2 2 0.3041 ↓ 0.3242 ↓
exp2 3 3 3 3 3 0.2942 ↓ 0.3089 ↓
exp3 4 4 4 4 4 0.2997 ↓ 0.3011 ↓
exp4 5 5 5 5 5 0.2947 ↓ 0.2920 ↓
exp5 6 2 1 1 2 0.4089 ↑ 0.3888 ↑
exp6 13 5 4 2 5 0.3842 ↑ 0.3761 ↑
exp7 26 10 8 4 10 0.3767 ↑ 0.3631 ↑

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose the Core-concept seeded LDA, a new semi-supervised approach for concept forma-
tion, and more specifically for the formation of clusters where each one includes terms referring to a single CC of
an ontology domain. This approach is an adaptation of seeded LDA models. We tackled two problems of existing
clustering-based methods, i.e., the difficulty of labeling clusters and the low semantic coherence of clusters. The ex-
perimental results indicate that our proposal works better than baselines on a corpus with balanced classes or a corpus
with imbalanced classes and a suitable number of topics for each CC. Among all these seed based LDA models,
we recommend using the seeded LDA for its higher performance and stability. Concerning the seed sets, we suggest
using the synonyms and hyponyms of the CCs and we have shown that CC-seeded LDA outperforms the original
seeded LDA. For future works, irrelevant term elimination would be an important direction because it impacts directly
the behavior of LDA models and contributes to decreasing the number of False Positives. In addition, applying our
approach to an imbalanced corpus without knowing a priori the size of CC-classes is a challenging task. For that, one
can use some optimization algorithms to determine the number of topics for each CC.
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